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ABSTRACT

A new method is presented to explain how noise is generated under pack ice

by ridging of the pack ice. The energy dissipated during the ridging process

is assumed to be the proper measure of the noise source level. Noise source

levels generated by ridging are simulated. Noise intensity at a specific site

is calculated by suing signals from all these sources after accounting for

propagation losses. Calculations are made to compare this simulated noise

with observations for an experiment conducted during the winter of 1975-76 in

the Beaufort Sea. During a 120-day period, 46% of the intensity of the noise

signal is explained using this process, and over several 20-day periods, in

excess of 64% is explained. In addition to explaining a significant amount of

energ, snd ambient noise, the model is attractive on physical grounds and

prop .r:- explains lack of noise when winds are high but Ice is strong enoug'

, .. ridging.

[NThV')D .TION

Af. -, sea ice cover moves, fractures and deforms it generate- noise which,

in .C.C':, ,atlon with other background noise, interferes with sonar, communi-1.-

ti 1 A weapons control signals Background noise iind .r se ice has. be,

we.., under a wile variety of cond idons. A]thoipl, c'ar i- ; It:est

have. i.m, led the characteristics ot this noise (t,'. Ru. I f,, r,-:.'., I

work h:, been done to relate the observerl noise to spe,'fit proes'v-. ,

work U.it has been done Inc]udes attempts to relate h.giround nois,. Iv.,

und." ;e;4 Ice to wind speed, changes In air tewperat'r , rmcking of t.,

o.' osse. and strains In the Ire Svparate o orr4'1 i,.- of am "'I ,',o

#,. :'.' sp,',, , i e ,itr i,, '
: n ic. - traI, l .a', '.,I ,!

* ,u,':, I,,r , . t, [) 1'* : , ,., } '' *'. ,

-'?-'~. . . ..... ,--""-."-- .- '"" --.--.. '-.-.'-. .... '..-N..".".-... ,- . -.,--..-.-....-.. -. .-.--
" . : - ; " "- " " "w', ," ,' • ' i'.'. , " , ._ ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . .,.,.. . . .....- ,. ..... -
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noise.2'3'4 Better correlations have been achieved by relating thermal j
cracking due to daily temperature drops5 ,6 and stress-induced microcracking.

These initial attempts to relate a single noise-making process to ambient

noise signals can result In a better understanding of and the potential for

modeling noise under sea ice.

The single largest source of noise in the Arctic in the winter is thought

to be ridging. In this paper, we examine the relationship between observed

low-frequency background noise and the occurrence of ridging, as simulated by

an ice model. Thus, while concentrating on a single noise-producing process,

we can attempt to explain a significant amount of the background noise.

The critical assumption made in this work is that, in ridging, the inten-

sity of a noise signal at its source (the ridge) is related to the amount of

energy JIssipated in the ridging process. A phenomenological comparison is

made i.n which a theoretical estimate of noise due to ridging is compared with

observed noise at a site in the central Beaufort Sea during the winter of

1975-76. The individual, small-scale noise-making processes that occur in

ridging have not yet been studied. The present phenomenological study is felt

t- b necessary preliminary effort in determining if a more detailed study

ioii' be fruitfu l.

i this study, a model Is developed to estimate the nothu Intensity rc

ceived at any site from ridging at all points on the ice cover. This relation-

ship depends on the amount of energy dissipated due to noise production an,!

accountg for transmission losses during propagation. The model is appliU' '

7
the Beaufort Sea during the AIDJEX main experiment (winter 1975--76) when

background noise observations are available A special method for slmljlaii.ij

', ' . dev.lop d , .to ii,;, , tli i,:%. ,n,, inn ],t obt ,i.,,' fr-,o tl, mn, l',! cIT' ""

.............
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and buoys deployed during that time. Data limitations restrict our study to

one-third octave bands centered around 10 Hz and 32 Hz. However, the theory

can be extended to include a wider range of frequencies. Comparisons are made

to estimate the fraction of total variance of observed noise that can be

explained by this model. Error estimates are provided to show that the

unexplained variance can be attributed to data limitations and that the basic

hypothesis of the theory remains plausible. As a result, it is suggested that

further work Is Justified.

I. NOISE SIMULATION MODEL

The processes that create noise can occur everywhere in the sea ice cover.

ro describe the total observed noise at a specific site, the sound waves

ceachl.ig that specific site from all of the locations at which noise is

generaed must be taken into account. The magnitude or intensity of the noise

at it. qources must, of course, be known, and it must be specified everywhere.

Practically, then, a model must relate the noise source level to some measur-

able variable that can be determined from knowledge of ice conditions, wind,

current, temperature and other environmental parameters. Finally, as the

aou.,' waves propagate toward the observation site, they are disperseri ani

-it L ed geometrically by reflection off the se. floor and the under''4, o'

the t, e over and by sound speed gradienti. The approach presented her:

attempLq to account for all of these factors, thereby providing a mathematical

godel f,,rmulated on basic physical principles of acoustics.

Nhny different processes occur that generate noise. The typet. of proct "'

in( tli, relative importance of their contribution, to the total observed nol,;i

' )y b r, se1qr,n a n, locar Th I: W ' .- , rl t lrat r CIt eI

* . . *. .. ... . .
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the central Beaufort Sea. In these heavy ice conditions, ridging Is generally

believed to be the single largest noise source. But even though ridging is

often thought of as one large-scale geophysical process, it is in fact a com-

bination of many small-scale processes. During ridge building, sea ice is

fractured in bending, ice floes slide against one another to be crushed and

sheared, and the resultant blocks are piled up and down against gravitational

attraction.

A. Geophysical-scale model

Sea ice dynamics understanding has increased immeasurably in recent years,

and, fortunately, the capability to simulate sea ice behavior has kept pace.

8
Exteng!ons to the AIDJEX model, on which the present work is based, have

been reported in Ref. 9. Of these extensions, the relationship developed tc

i0
estlmite the mechanical energy budget of the ice cover is the most critical

for this work. Here it is hypothesized that energy dissipated by large-scale

failure processes such as ridging is the proper measure of energy available

for cunversinn into acoustic signals. Thus, the capability to estimate these

dissipation terms is necessary to the success of the present work. Mor,

iet.iled results on these modeling capabilities have been presedted el".

white I and est im.tes have been made of the Be iufort Sea e,'rg, blidFgt-:

during AIDJEX.

The small-scale mechanisms in ridging dissipate energv that providt-

energy sources for acoustic signals. If these small-scale mechanism energ.

sinks are to be useful for explaining amblt-nt noise, ther, must be a way t

me*,iire ther at difff-rent times and locati,,s Fnrr,mately, the AJDJ y L, '.

• I" .I"I.1" -I,/, . . ....... ,--- .... . .-- .'-." -- - ..........-.-.. ..-.- ,.
' " " " '', " , ", ( '' 'm -" ' " ' i" '-r;'.' ,. ' '. .'.. . . . .'.. "." . .. ', .''.
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does provide a way to calculate these energy sinks in terms of the geophysical-

scale behavior. Specifically, in a constitutive law, it is assumed that the

energy dissipated by the geophysical-scale stress during deformations is equal

to the energy dissipated by these small-scale mechanisms. In the model,

expressions are available to estimate these energy dissipation levels as a

function of ice conditions at different times and locations.

The large-scale constitutive behavior is represented by an elastic-plastic

mathematical model. As in other plasticity models, the stress is limited to

lie within a yield surface. However, a stress resultant o is used. This

stress resultant is the Cauchy stress integrated through the ice thickness.

The theory is two-dimensional.

Ar Isotropic, diamond-shaped yield surface is used in our computations.

0.V, yt-.',i criterion is given by

< 0

vee 1 ad -1 1 ,/2-
whe - - , with a' a - 1. The invariants

a and o11 are half the sum and difference of the principal stress value,

respectively, and p* is the ice strength in isotropic compression. The sheir

$lr.,s., Invariant OIl is nonnegative when defined in this way. Plastic

'Jef,)r#n.t~ons are assumed to satisfy an associated flow rule Thus, thi.,

pI1.rt. stretching D p is orthogonal to the yield surfae an,! may bf' expre,-; ,'e as

D - __: (2)
-p )

where A is a nonnegative scalar,

1(oear elastI c law is a ssumid whcr, st vs,; is withIo the yield stirfa t

_ " (Mi M2) i r e 2 ,e

.... "-.-..-. ..-.-..-. ....-.......... .
. J , -- .,- ..- . .- - ........................................................-.......-......,"..'

, , w~ -, =-, *,.. . . m-~ . . . . . .". . . . . .." . . "• -- ---
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where e Is elastic strain, and M1 and M12 are the bulk and shear moduli, respec-

tively. The elastic strain Is related to stretching, D, spin, W, and
13

plastic stretching by the relationship

e-We +eW=D-D . (4)

Ice strength Is determined as a function of the ice thickness distribu-

tion. Changes in the strength occur as deformations change the thickness

distribution, which Is governed by the relationship

ac

+ft T " 4- GVv (5)

where G(ht) is the fraction of area covered by ice thinner than h at time t,

and * is the rate of ice production of Ice thinner than h due to mechanical

14
redictribution. Assuming 4) is linear in the rate of plastic stretching, then

D D[ao(0) + ar(6)W (6)

P0 r r

Here. Dp =[(Dp) 2 +(DP)1I2]112 where)(p) and (Dp)l are the sum and difference of

principal stretching values. The angle e -arctan [( Dp) 1xf(Dp)l] is the ratio of

shesring to dilating. The coefficient a° is the fraction of open water created

by q ,int of deformation. Conservation of mass requires a and a r to be related

a cos P. The variable W describes the converstun of thin ice int.o r r

thIrO. Ire by ridging and is 3 complicatod funrtional of th,.. thir ness di-,r:-

bix i I-,

rh rate at which energy is dissipated by large-scalr stresses during

deformdtion is determined as the product of stress and permanent stretchin-

This I the dissipative stress power, p, tr O D This large-scale mea . , f

z---
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nergy dissipation Is equated to the sum of identifiable small-scale energy

inks. Thus,

PI " q. (7)

rhere is the set of small-scale energy sinks that are known to dissipate

mechanical energy. This relationship provides an estimate of the large-scale

Ice strength and helps relate the redistribution function to the constitutive

law. For this study of noise sources, the relationship also provides a means

of estimating the magnitude of the noise source level. We assume that each

small-scale energy sink is a source of noise and that the energy dissipated by

each sink can be determined from the large-scale energy dissipated.

Gravitational potential energy changes and dissipation by friction as ice

hlok, slide through the keel and sail are considered to determine the force

needl: to build a ridge. 15 This concept has been generalized by ailowini

both compression and shear.1 6 The change in gravitational potential energy,

q is ice is piled up and down into the ridge sail and keel is given by

q - c f h2 atCe)
qp - p J d (8)

0
1p- , (9)

h.- gravitation3l acceleration, and

w

.. . . i .':.. .'i'i ... i'-. - ? -. "'-. -"" -"'- -"""""-""i'.--- ..- ..--.. -,... ..... _. ". i .. .. -.-.
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In concept, more buoys would allow better resolution and, thus, would reduce

this potential error. However, the sea ice constitutive law assumes that many

ridges are forming within a triangle to ensure Isotropy and homogeneity, so

10 km is roughly the lower limit for achieving better resolution with a more

dense buoy array. In addition, as buoys approach one another, the uncertainty

in stretching from the velocity Inhomogeneity variation becomes so large that

it dominates errors. Therefore, triangles roughly on the order of 50 km

provide data that are as accurate and consistent as is reasonable for using

this simulation technique.

Another potential source of error is due to the assumed thickness distri-

bution used in the simulations. The initial thickness distribution is

reasonably accurate for Julian day 465. It is used, however, to begin the

sfmulatIons for each 20-day block. This choice affects the strength level,

which, if constant, would not affect the comparison, and it affects variations

In strength due to redistribution. The effects of this assumption are not

known. Our inability to measure the thickness distribution of sea ice is a

problem with all simulations of sea ice behavior.

CONCUJSIONC

In this paper we have introduced a new concept to explain background noise

ander Arctic sea ice. The concept is based on the hypothesis that energy

dissipated by the ice in ridge building is related to the intensity of the

soarce level of background noise. A mathematical model of sea ice behavior iq

capable of simulating the energy dissipated by stress; during deformation

everywlhee In the icf. cover The spatial distrihution of noise sources md,

,, h s!, I ri , (P( '3 ,nv tIn , I r ransen , " - .in a . ta .

: -::. .. .. . . ..-- .- .--- . .. . . . . .-- . .- . . . ..-. . . . . .... . . .... ., ..-.. . . . . . . .., , i . < .:-- : ? - : .- :ii-: 7-i - i. ,
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as a typical value for the time period used in our analysis. This uncertainty

in the variation in velocity gives rise to uncertainties in stretching that are

-7 -10.7 x 10 s at the 90% confidence level during spring. These errors assume

a gauge length of 100 km. Smaller scale averages generate proportionately

larger uncertainties in stretching. Since triangles are typically 50 km in size,

uncertainties in stretching are on the order of 1.5 x 10 s

It is difficult, if not impossible, to estimate uncertainty in the power

dissipated because the extremely large uncertainty in stretching makes uncer-

tainty in stress unrealistically large. For a strength of 5 x 104 N/m, the

-3 2
stretching uncertainty gives rise to an uncertainty of 7 x 10 W/m . If this

is input as a constant error over a circular domain with a radius of 500 km and

the transmission loss function, Eq. (22), is assumed, then integration gives an

9
error ir simulated noise of aboiit I x 10 W. This theoretical maximum, error

Is is large as maximum simulated noise values (Figures 3 and 4). Another

estimatc of velocity inhomogenelty errors is obtained by looking at quiet times

when all simulated noise may be assumed to be due to velocity inhomogeneities.

These values were discussed earlier. Fortunately, the actual values are about

25% ct the simulated maxima, far lower than the theoretical maxirm..

,J, c rtaintlcs In the transmission loss law also limit thc, ac,r ac', )f thi:s

sim laL' .*n tecinique. First, the trans -1ssion loss law Is .i , em-.i! i al fit to

data, 4rd some unexplained variance must by expected. SeLOn,, thu trrns, i s ,-.

los; law decays exponentially from the source. Thus, any source-; very n,-,r the

observ., oon location will be very sensitive to the locatlon of the s,) r ,t BI!

a sourf. can b- located to only bu within q specific tri:;ngle, rathir thc; a!

an ,).u site within the triangle. This is i limitation of the h~sic app" v

I '.~ L befi.', ' .h . i. ii {- * ~ U rr
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Scatter plots of observed signals and simulated noise signals from qr are

given in Figures 5 and 6 for 10 and 32 Hz, respectively. These plots show that

the observed and simulated signals tend to rise and fall together. Many signals

occur at low noise levels, which causes a problem in the plots because the data

points tend to black out the area. It would have been simple to plot data at

logarithmic scales to spread out the points at low noise levels, but this would

have emphasized data that are subject to relatively large errors. Several

Individual events appear in the scatter plots. These have been shown by con-

necting the dots to make a "spaghetti" plot. The path taken by the larger

events clearly shows the correlation. Some difference appears, though, as

Individual events are related by different regression equations or slopes.

This iA probably caused by our lack of resolution (triangle size), by inaccura-

cies in the transmission loss law, or by our uncertaInty In ice conditions and

therefore ice strength during the experiment.

The data are obviously shifted to the right and do not pass through the

origin This is caused by excessive energy being dissipated as individual

b'ioy'; respond to small-scale velocity Inhomogeneities that are not modeled by

0,, se fce constitutive law. If the ridging process were modeled perfecil.,

oyie r.,ld expect the regression lint to intersect the ordite and no, th.

because othe.r nrise-m,iklng proce s,-,i wo ild g(!,ni'r, t.' nof-t. th.o h.,

n-,t been modeled here.

Although errors can occur because spatial variations in the velocity field

are no. smooth, the large-scale average is a reasonable estimate of the deforma-

tIon;: occurring within the triangle. The inhomogeneity variation has beer

e'. fm.,t,-.f to b,' on the order of 0,4 cm/s diring spring 1975. 2 2 We use
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the comparison varies throughout the 4-month period. In addition, three energy

dissipation variables are compared with observed noise to determine which one

explains the most variance in observed noise. For the entire period, the energy

dissipated by ridging, qr, has correlation coefficients, r, of 0.67 and 0.68 at

10 and 32 Hz, respectively. The energy dissipated by shearing, qa, explains

much less of the variance, with correlation coefficients of 0.36 and 0.37 at 10

and 32 Hz, respectively. Both coefficients vary greatly from one 20-day block

to another. For completeness, p i is also used as a measure of energy dissi-

pation to simulate noise. It does not do as well as qr# except at times when qs

is better, because p, - qr + q. and both qr and q. are correlated somewhat.

During Julian days 361 through 380, ridging explains very little of the noise,

whereas shearing explains a larger amount. This is a rather quiet time, but

one during which energy is dissipated in numerous high-frequency spikeq. For

Julian Jays 381 through 460, the correlation coefficient is consistently higher

for no!se simulated from qr" However, during the period between Julian days

461 and 480, qs is again greater than qr but for both the correlation

coefficients are high. The threshold in simulated noise reduces the correlation

vhen noise levels are low. Lag correlations were also determined. Maximur

correlattons appear at zero lag. Correlations are aboit a ; high at lag tiro.i

(,f . h, but not substantially higher. This is likely cauned by the origiial

filtering of motion and noise data to remove high-frequency inplif. To le.rI -

further how well simulated noise can explain observed noise, a regressiri,

analysis was performed. Multiple regressions of observed noise onto ene '

dissipated by ridging and shearing do not explain a more appreciable amotnt of

fl , v-qrfance.

. - .... .. ..-....... ... ..- -.- .--.........-.....-....- .. ... ... . . ., ... . . . .
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locations because they are caused by atmospheric pressure systems moving across

the Beaufort Sea. One can expect, then, that many variables will rise and fall

at roughly the same time.

The simulated noise is nearly always nonzero, while the observed noise drops

to nearly zero at times. This threshold for the simulated noise is attributed

to velocity inhomogeneities. These uncorrelated, random motions of Individual

ice floes dissipate energy in the model because of the dissipative nature of

plasticity. An estimate of the size of this contribution may be made during

two quiet periods, Julian days 411 through 421 and 451 through 461. The

10- and 32-Hz simulated noise levels from qr have values on the order of

0.2 x 108 and 1.0 x 107 mW/m2 , respectively. The threshold levels for

noise from qs are about half these values.

On a few occasions, either the simulated or the observed noise curve

indicates energy input but the other does not. Noise observed in the absence

of a simulated noise signal can occur if it Is generated by a process other

than ridglng. On the other hand, simulated noise can occur in the absence of

observed noise if the model dissipates energy at a location too close to the

senso). The simulated noise is very sensitive to the location of energy

disslparion when near the sensor, i.e., within abotut 100 km. Since thf

locatiot, of the dissipated energy cao, only be resolved to within 3bou 50 k ,

thin limits the accuracy to vhich the nearby noise can be simulated.

8 Coo relation

A quantitative meswire of comparison i- obtained by determining the cor

re1.-tlvfn between observed and simulated nols,. Correlition coefficients Ir.

.A , In Tmhlp 11 Thu tim, s,*ri., Is bro ,o it, t I di b k .o I

. ° ". % , , ,' , o, % . ° , "° o .. . . % ", . •. ." ",. "-. .' ' . ° . % -' . .', , . " . ~"-.................. -'. .. "--..-
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data for the 10- and 32-Hz noise appear. The observed noise and the ice

velocity data have been filtered to remove variations with a period shorter

than one day. All data are sampled at synoptic time intervals. Simulated

noise has been presented using both the energy dissipated in ridging, q r' and

the energy dissipated in shearing, qa as energy dissipation sinks.

These time histories show, in a qualitative way, the ability of the model

to simulate background noise. Intensities of the acoustic signals are pre-

sented on a linear scale. Observed noise is measured in units of square micro-

pascals per hertz, ( pa)2 /Hz. This is the power of the acoustic wave per unit

area. The values for the simulated noise are given in milliwatts per square

meter, mW/m2 . This scale is arbitrary because the signature function S(f) is

not. Inrluded in the calculation. Since it is a constant for each frequency band,

crp.arison may be made in the form shown. A linear regression Is used to

provide an estimate of the value of the signature function at each of the two

fretiencies.

A visual comparison of the observed and simulated noise from qr is good.

However, the comparison between observed and simulated noise from qs is not

as gooJ. Both observed and simulated time histories are similar for tl'e 10 .nd

32 'J/ -Ignals. The variations generally occur at the same timnet and ha%,

iat,, durations. Furthermore, the sizes of the larger evets are comp.Aratle.

Thi .omparison is especially good during the most intense e.rents (for exaiplc,

betweo days 392 and 411 and days 438 and 443). Activity appears to rise a*

roughly 5-day Intervals as storms pass through the Beaufort Sea. This relat- -

to tbh energy input by the wind field Previous estimates of the energ.

J,ip hy winds and currents during the period under cnsileration her, prcvii-.

* re.ult. Ther. ; .r-, .- .rotr . . .--'on bet w. o '..- f .
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of simulated noise require that the integrand in (25) be evaluated. We have

assumed that the power dissipated is homogeneous within each triangle so that it

may be removed from under the integral. The transmission loss remains to be

integrated. A numerical integration scheme is chosen using values of the inte-

grand at the midpoints of the sides (denoted by subscripts a,b and c) so that

T(lx-.Yl,s,f) da A [TIRa 1,s, f) + T(I~bi,s,f) + T(JRCls~f)] (26)

A

21
This is a simple formula that is accurate to the second order.

A higher order integration formula could have been used to integrate the

transmission loss contribution within each triangle. Such accuracy, however,

would ignore the fact that all variations of q have been neglected and, there-

fore, would not provide increased accuracy in the simulated noise. Also, the

simplet formula expressed in terms of values at the corners is troublesome:

when considering those triangles at whose corners the noise is being simulated

because the transmission loss is not appropriate for propagation ranges less

that) 37 km (20 nautical miles).

1I1 RESULTS

Ra, kground noise simulated using the model I- compared witI. observe:., f. Sc

for onc site in the Beaufort Sea during a 4-month period in the winter oi

1975-76. A time history of data is presented. Statiqtical correlationS 3nd

ltnai, regressions are used to quantify the compari;o:,

A It7 histury

' 'uu 't'' iI (Fleur, 2) is pre-, r'. F .
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When the array was deployed, the Beaufort Sea region was subdivided into

38 triangles as shown in Figure 2 (solid lines). After Julian day 421, buoy

number 16 moved rapidly into the Chukchi Sea, and these triangles became too

distorted for meaningful simulations; the five triangles surrounding the buoy

collapsed into three triangles (dashed lines).

The integral in Eq. (24) sums noise signals from surrounding locations. It

may by evaluated as a sum of integrals over the set of triangles. The advantage

of introducing the triangles is that the energy sink q may be estimated simply

in each smaller triangular region. Since q is calculated as the product of

stress and stretching, both variables must be calculated in each triangle.

Average stretching is estimated directly from velocities of buoys located at

each corner. Stress is estimated by solving the constitutive law by inte-

grating the stretching history. The product then gives the desired energy

dissipation.

The motions of three buoys are used to determine the velocity gradient,

L V v. The average may be found by using the Green-Gauss theorem to express

the integral as a line integral and then assuming linear variation of velocity

asorv he boundary. The relationship becomes

A di (25)

whe,, i- is the gradient of the average ice velocity, y, over the regfoo R

bounded by the curve S.

rle stress history 16 obtained from the elastic-plastic constituLive law

wbile assuming homogpneous stretching within each triangle. Equations (1)

though (5) are integrated numerically using a differenck, scheme
20 as par?

.timc. rical scheme to solvt. the se.i It, dynai -d m - I A, t'., 1 e .-

." .o . . . . ....... . . .
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* Therefore, if we are able to estimate the signature function, S(f), for a selec-

ted nolse-making process, then the noise that will be observed at a site x

from the process will be given by (24) in terms of the energy dissipated at all

* locations and times. We have included the time variable t to show explicitly

how temporal energy variations in energy dissipation cause time variations in

noise generation.

S

II. SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

During the AIDJEX main experiment (the winter of 1975-76), an array of buoys

and omnidirectional hydrophones was deployed in the Beaufort Sea.18,19 The

hydrophones were suspended at a depth of 100 ft below the top of the ice. The

pressure measurements were converted to acoustic intensities using a power

wetpr They were band-pass filtered into one-third octave bands centered on

3.2, 10, 32 and 1000 Hz (in one case, 100 Hz replaced 32 Hz). Signals wer,"

averaged over 45 s and sampled at 3-hr synoptic time intervals. The 3.2-Hz

data were contaminated by noise from cable strum. The other data are felt to

be adequate, although sampling frequencies are too low.

Fig-ire 2 shows the spatial distribution of the AIDJEX sensors on Juli;3 day

381 ,.J.j,uary 16, 1976) . The data are adequate to estimate dlssipitio., b

ridgi ind to compare simulated noise with the levels observed at o.c

hydroAhone site, site number 11. To account for all noise received 3t 3 site,

sound waves propagating to it from all directions must be includeJ in th,

mode; This requires that ice motion data be available all around the sit.

thic' limited study to site number 11, thr only hydrophone site in the ce,':,

*'1 I :.>Oy ar r.iv

h, .: , , , - - - .-. . , ., .' - .- ". . .- . - . . - , , , . , -, , , , , , - , , - . . - ,
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* As the acoustic signal propagates from the source, it undergoes geometrical

dispersion and dispersion due to reflections off the sea floor and the underside

of the ice cover and to gradients in the water column. An empirical model has

• been presented for long-range, low-frequency (i.e., below 100 Hz), deep-water

17
(greater than 1000 m) transmission loss, TL, in the Arctic. The equation is

TL - a + 10 log R + bf + cR + dfsR (22)

* where

R is the range in kilometers,

s is the standard deviation of ice depth in meters, and

f is the frequency in hertz.

The constants a, b, c, and d are given in Table I as a function of path length.

The loss function T is related to transmission loss TL by

0

T - i0-TL/0 10 (23)

Figtre 1 presents the loss function for waves with frequencies of 3.2, 10, 32,

and 100 Hz. The transmission loss law given in Eq. (22) is evaluated for

frequencies from 3.2 to 100 Hz. Each curve has been normalized to unity at a

rang,: of 50 kn. Within this range the relative intensity is assumed constant.

Thi' assumption is compatible with the restriction that the law is valid onl,

fo, propagation paths in excess ot 37 kr (20 na-tical miles). It will be seen

that this assumption is also comparable with the resolution of Ice motion data

used in this study to simulate noise.

If the assumed relationship betwe,.n the source level noise and ditsipate!

energ, in substituted, we find that

4 N(x,f,r) S(t) J q(X,t) (dx- i,,,f) da (24)

A
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* It is worth noting that q and therefore N. depend explicitly on the horizontal

position x. We do not, however, attempt to describe the dependence on depth,

being content at this time with a two-dimensional theory, because data are

* available at only one depth in our data set. Other variables such as ice

conditions affect only q and do not appear in any other ways in the noise

source definition.

C. Simulated noise

At each location at which noise is generated It is necessary to sum source

C level noise contributions from all noise generation mechanisms. If it is

assumed that there are enough sources that the acoustic signals are uncor-

related, then waves must cause interference, but intensities may still be

o addee together linearly. This Is a consequence of the fact that intensity is

the iquare of the pressure in an acoustic signal and that uncorrelated

acoustic waves are Included in a mean square sense.

The intensity of noise at any site is obtained by adding together the con-

tributions from all surrounding sources. This is accomplished by integrating

over the region of interest, A, with the integrand being the propagated noise

Inttr;1ty ppr unit area. Thus, we write

N (x' ) 11 Ns( ,f) r(0x-X,sf) di (21)

A]

where x is the site at which the noise is to be predicted or observed, X is the

integrand in the generic location of each point in the region, Ix-1l is the

range of the propagation path and T is a loss function (the relative intensity

.)f th:, acoustic wave After propagating from to x)

o-'p°--*..-%-O -o... . . . . . . . . . ... *... . . . ...- . .. ... ' .-' ' . ..".- - .. .- . '.-.. - , ... . ,. .. - .,-. ..-'.. . ..-. . -. ..,. . -.-... -. . ,..-. ..•.-.. . . .
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* B. Noise source intensity

Consider the key assumption that small-scale energy sinks associated with

large-scale ridging deformations are related to the source level Intensity of

acoustic signals generated by these mechanisms. This assumption is attractive

for two reasons. First, both quantities are measures of energy and thus this

relationship Is more physically meaningful than a relationship between energy

*O and another variable such as strain, stress, ice velocity, wind speed or air

stress. Second, several limiting cases are identified where the energy

relationship is sensible and other relationships are not. These include

rol situations in which

(a) Internal ice stresses are large, but not large enough to cause

plastic deformation; in this case, no energy is dissipated by ridging

and no noise is expected.

(b) Strains are large but stresses are small because of a large fraction

of open water; in this case, only a little energy is dissipated and

* little noise is expected.

The simplest assumption that can be made is that the intensity of each

noise source Is linear in the rate of dissipation of energy by that mechAn:V;.

(a E4.' -techanism is expected to prodUt-0 noise in a different range of frequc-'

cf,, Therefore, a scalar signature function relating the power dlssip.vf.,

q, ,.o the noise source level is introd,,ced. This signature function, S(f),

oust depend on frequency. Each mechanism will have its own signature or

dependence on frequency. It the amplitide of the noise source intensit

genorated by the mechanisin is N (f), ther the noise sourc,, level is given-
S

for a typiral process as,

N (xjt i ,f) q()("( .

5-

-, ''. . .''' '.. . ' r .. ". .- . ." ,.' '- '.-- ' - '. '..'''...'"-" ". -. .. '... -- .. ' .' ....-.-..- ."-•.- - .
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* In addition to defining strength, relating dissipative stress power to energy

dissipated by small-scale sinks also introduces a constraint between the yield

surface shape and the coefficient that controls the amount of open water

* formed Ir. compression and shearing.

The energy dissipated in shearing, qs is assumed to depend linearly on

9.
the rate of permanent stretching and on ice strength

q a Dp p* (19)

where the coefficient at (6) is determined from the coefficient ar and the yield

surface.

This sink has not been analyzed by considering a small-scale mechanism but

has been introduced as a residual in the large-scale model energy budget. The

6a shear energy sink describes energy dissipated without redistribution of ice.

It is possible to think of this term as representative of energy dissipated in

building shear ridges. Since shear ridges are narrow features, they do not

affect the thickness distribution significantly. However, the size of the

shear energy term is determined without consideration of any specific

me,+.an1sm. When the shear sink is included, large-scale strength still

satfffps (19), but there Is no longer a constraint between the yield surfack'

shap? and the fornation of open water. Instead, both variables are specifieL'

Independently using observations and results of simulations of ice behavi,:.

Integration of the thickness distribution equation requires that an initial

conditinn be described. This quantity cau have a strong impact oii the nol.

sivilaiton because it affects stress. We have chosen an initial thlckne'

d!3lribitIon obberved by investigators on the USS Gurnard during A crub,

,VIC,!, t Rea.ifort Sr.4 t-e during Api f I 19h..

*.***.. .'--. *.o. . o .. .. .. .......... . o• . o . oo •..... . . ... .. . .'
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* where p is the density of the ice and p that of the water. If the redls-

tribution function (6) is substituted, then

qp D r p* (11)
p prp

where
p C O h2 aw r

-M h2  -hdh . (12)

0

The power dissipated by friction, qf, has the same functional form as gravita-

tional potential energy changes and may be written as

qf D a p* (13)qff

where fO h 2 
a(h)

Sp cff 1-(l/k)dh (14)

0

11f (w Og15
f 2 tan ' [ pw j

He.re a(h) is the fraction of ice present in a category that participates in

ridging, k is a constant that determines the ratio of final to original thick-

ness 11)ring the ridging process and it defines the fall angle of the ridge

s&il :,rd keel, Wi' is the coefficient of sliding friction of ice, and t' is

tn. angle of friction of the block-, of ice in the rldgc. When realt!V;

corimcan are used, frictior nccounts fo, over 80' of the energy dissip..t. .

W i, chese two energy sinks are combined, the large-scalv strength be& ,m,',

p p* p* (16)

p* c* f h2 a(h) dh (17)

.k.,
t an~
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account, the noise propagating from all sources to any site say then be simu-

lated. This model of background noise is based on the fundamental principles

* of acoustic propagation.

* . Observed background noise in the Beaufort Sea during the AIDJEX field

* experiment in 1975-76 Is used to test the model. Low-frequency noise signals

(10 and 32 Hz) are compared with the simulated noise. Time histories of

* observed and simulated noise compare well In frequency, duration and magnitude.

The model simulates 46% of the variance of observed noise during a 120-day test

period (the correlation coefficient Is 0.67). The comparison Is broken Into

20-day Intervals to determine variations in time. During several of these

20-day Intervals, the model has a correlation of over 0.80, explaining over 64%

of Che variance. When potential error sources are considered, it Is found that

* *uc:) more of the variance could be explained by the model if several error

sourceq could be reduced.

This comparison Is good enough to warrant further study and testing of this

new concept. First, however, data sets must be obtained in other regions and

at other times, since various noise-making processes will contribute different

amournts of noise in different areas, such as at an Ice edge. Also, ice motion,

win,! and current data mttgt be used In a complete Ice dynamfes simulatioi mod.1

to avoid contamination b velocity inhomogentities. A limited amount )I J!ii~

exists~ for areas other than the Beaufort Sea, and recent field experluati,

such as FPAN23 and HIE, 4 will provide mare data. Further testing with -

these additional data will help determine the range~ of applicability of 01,

concept that energy dissipated by the ice cover is a usefiul aeasore of thc

~'* .~if amhient noise
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*The statistical approach presented here ignores the physical causes of noise

generation. To this end, this paper has focused on shoving that one of these,

namely the power dissipated by ridging, is highly correlated with background

noise. Since there are many sources of noise, we cannot expect a perfect

correlation with only one source. Instead, the simulation model can be used to

* verify qualitatively the contribution of each noise-making process and then to

determine how much of the observed noise is accounted for by each process.
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SFIGURE 1. Relative intensity of acoustic waves. The transmission lose

function is given for long-range, low-frequency propagation over

deep water.

FIGURE 2. Spatial distribution of AIDJEX sensors in the Beaufort Sea on

Julian day 381 (January 16, 1976).

FIGURE 3. Comparison between observed background and simulated noise by

ridging for 120 days in winter 1975-76. Data are presented for the

6one-third octave band centered around 10 Hz. Sound intensity is

presented. Simulated sound intensity is nondimensional with an

arbitrary scale because the signature function S(f) is unknown.

FIGURE 4. Comparison between observed background and simulated noise by

ridging for 120 days in winter 1975-76. Data are presented for

* one-third octave bands centered around 32 Hz. Sound intensity is

presented. Simulated sound intensity is nondimensional with an

arbitrary scale because the signature function S(f) is unknown.

FIO.VJi. i. Observed noise and slmilat', nouise from energy dissipaled by

ridging, q at 10 Hz.

TlfAut 6. Observed noise and simulated noise from energy dissipated by

ridgin, qr at 32 Hz.
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TABLE I. Transmission loss law constants.

Path Length Less than 185 km Greater than 185 km

(100 nautical miles) (100 nautical miles)

Constant

a 69.3 63.2

b 0.07 0.03

r -0.00081 0.035

d 0.00026 0.00059

S .... . ....... , ........ .... ........... -.-
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TABLE 11. Correlation between observed background noise intensity and noise

Intensity simulated by paver dissipated by sea ice cover in the central

Beaufort Sea during the AIDJEX main experiment (winter 1975-76). All data

were filtered to remove frequency content higher than 1 cycle per day and then

sampled at 3-hr intervals.

Date Correlation coefficient, r

(Julian day)

10 Hz 32 Hz

Pp, q r q 8 Pi q r q 8

361--18r 0.36 0.28 0.48 0.21 0.09 0.50

381-01L 0.62 0.68 0.44 0.33 0.46 0.12

401-421 0.75 0.80 0.47 0.88 0.89 0.55

421-44f 0.66 0.74 0.25 0.77 0.78 0.30

441-4b 0.85 0.86 0.25 0.89 0.90 0.76

461--14RA 0.87 0.76 0.83 0.78 0.61 0.82

361- 0.63 0.6/ 0.36 0.66 0.68 0.37
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